Ombori Digital Signage

**Solution overview**

- Detailed analytics
- Remote updates
- Change content based on motion
- Change content based on weather
- Supports multiple languages
- Audio
- Playlist makes it easy and efficient to delight visitors.

**Dynamic digital signage** provides exciting ways to communicate with consumers — considering things like location, and environmentally aware triggers to display remotely control your digital signag in real-time.

**Use cases**

- Restaurants
- Retail stores
- Museums
- Shopping malls
- Universities
- Healthcare
- Restaurants
- Cafés
- Hotels

**Solution overview**

- Use cases
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- Remote updates
- Change content based on weather
- Detailed analytics

**Highlights**

- Contextual content
- Remote control
- Change content based on weather
- Detailed analytics
- Supports multiple languages
- Remote updates
- Change content based on weather

**Benefits**

- Greater engagement
- Increased foot traffic
- Improved customer experience
- Enhanced brand awareness
- Data-driven decisions

**Key features**

- Supports multiple languages
- Remote updates
- Change content based on weather
- Detailed analytics
- Supports multiple languages
- Remote updates
- Change content based on weather

**Why choose Ombori Grid?**

- Cost-effective
- Easy to use
- High-quality display
- Flexible

**Optional enhancements**

- Enhanced digital signage features
- Additional Ombori apps
- More information